The DFKI conducts application-oriented basic research in the field of artificial intelligence and other related subfields of computer science. The overall goal is to construct systems with technical knowledge and common sense which -by using AI methods -implement a problem solution for a selected application area. Currently, there are the following research areas at the DFKI: The DFKI strives at making its research results available to the scientific community. There exist many contacts to domestic and foreign research institutions, both in academy and industry. The DFKI hosts technology transfer workshops for shareholders and other interested groups in order to inform about the current state of research.
Integrated Knowledge Acquisition from Text, Previously Solved Cases, and Expert Memories
Franz Schmalhofer, Otto Kühn, Gabriele Schmidt Within the last decade, knowledge acquisition has emerged as an important area in expert system development. Whereas some researchers concentrated on the investigation of knowledge elicitation methods Diederich, Linster, Ruhmann & Uthmann,1987) , others have emphasized the importance of developing appropriate models of expertise (Clancey, 1985; Chandrasekaran, 1986 , Breuker & Wielinga, 1989 . Obviously, a complete knowledge acquisition technique must include both, the formation of a model of expertise, as well as the elicitation of corresponding knowledge.
Through the knowledge elicitation research various methods for interviewing humans and probing their expertise have been imported from the behavioral sciences (Hoffman, 1989) and their usefulness for the development of expert systems was investigated. The development and application of respective tools has shown, how repertory grids, thinkaloud methods, scaling techniques, or having the expert perform special tasks (and other data collection and analysis procedures) can be utilized for knowledge elicitation.
Research on model-based knowledge engineering has produced a number of principles and a systematics on how models of expertise can be formed or selected from a library of models. Problem classes (Clancey, 1985) , generic tasks (Chandrasekaran, 1986 ) and interpretation models (Breuker & Wielinga, 1989) are somewhat different but similar incarnations of models of expertise. In order to develop a successful expert system for a complex real world application, such as computer aided planning, model-based knowledge engineering must be coordinated with appropriate knowledge elicitation procedures. Without a model of expertise, a knowledge engineer would be overwhelmed by the mass of unorganized entities which must be dealt with during knowledge acquisition. Without appropriate knowledge elicitation tools, establishing a complete knowledge base would be too time consuming. For the desired coordination, which should already be performed in the domain definition phase (Woodward, 1990) , the knowledge engineer must consequently deal with the following three problems: 1) A good model of expertise must be found or developed. For the purpose of the present paper it is not critical which specific modeling approach is selected (Karbach, Linster & Voss, 1990) , but only that the knowledge acquisition is model-based, i.e. that a model of expertise is used which is basically adequate for the desired application. Such a model may be obtained by selecting it from a library of models (Breuker & Wielinga, 1989) or by constructing it, for instance through an ontological analysis (Alexander, Freiling, Shulman, Rehfuss & Messick, 1987) .
2) Traces of expertise which serve as sources of information must be found and adequate knowledge elicitation procedures and tools must be developed so that knowledge can be efficiently elicited. Such tools may also attempt to elicit implicit knowledge (Lewandowski, Dunn, & Kirsner, 1989) , which experts cannot directly verbalize. 3) Finally, the knowledge elicitation must be coordinated with the specifically selected model of expertise, so that the elicited knowledge appropriately supplements the model. In complex real world domains, a number of different traces of expertise will exist. Some traces of expertise may be generally accessible but incomplete, others may be confidential within some community and possibly contradictory between different competing communities. Therefore, it is quite critical to develop or select a model, so that the knowledge details required for some model can indeed be supplied. In the current research, an integrated knowledge acquisition method is developed and applied. First, a description of the application domain, resulting from an analysis of historical, sociological and cognitive aspects will be presented. Then the proposed method, which is centered around the model of expertise and uses explanation-oriented knowledge elicitation procedures, is described. Finally, the results of a pilot application of the method will be reported and discussed (sections 3. and 4.).
ANALYSIS OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING KNOWLEDGE
Our knowledge acquisition approach is part of the ARC-TEC-project (ARC-TEC stands for A cquisition, Representation and Compilation of TEChnical Knowledge; Richter, Boley & Wetter 1989 ). The application domain of the project is mechanical engineering and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) where knowledge-based product models (Legleitner, 1990) are to be shared among different tasks (Bullinger & Salzer; . However, for the purposes of the current paper, only Computer Aided Planning (CAP) for the manufacturing of workpieces (Thien-Chien & Wysk, 1985) and more specifically the manufacturing of rotational parts will be considered.
Rotational parts or workpieces are manufactured by putting some more or less cylindric piece of metal (mold) into the fixture (i.e. chucking) of a manufacturing machine (CNC machine). The chucking fixture together with the attached mold is then rotated at a relatively high speed, with the longitudinal axis of the cylinder as the rotation center. The rotational axis and all movements of a specific cutting tool (movements which perform a cut as well as movements which only position the tool) lie in a plane. While the chucking fixture and the attached mold are rotated, a cutting tool moves along some contour. Thereby the desired geometric shape of the workpiece is obtained. As a result of this processing, axle shafts, drive shafts, or bevel wheels may be produced.
The technique of manufacturing a rotational part may be better understood by a comparison to pottery. The manufacturing processes are similar to making a pot in the following way: One puts or attaches a piece of clay to a potter´s wheel and shapes the clay to a specific form, only by removing some parts of the clay while the potter´s wheel is turned 1 . Contrary to the soft clay, which also allows a potter to push some material to a neighboring position, a rotational part or workpiece (metals) is shaped, solely by removing materials with a hard cutting tool. Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of a (partial) workplan for a rotational part. The geometric form of the mold and the target workpiece are overlaid. The specific chucking fixture is shown and the sequence of cuts is specified. For a complete workplan additional specifications are needed such as the cutting tools used. While the principles of manufacturing a rotational part may be simple, the actual manufacturing process and consequently also the respective planning task is extremely complex. The complexity arises from the large number of different possibilities for an operation and the various dependencies among different operations. An additional complexity in the planning process originates from the large body of modern technologies, accumulated scientific knowledge and various practical experiences, which can be applied for improving or even optimizing the manufacturing process. Therefore production planning is knowledge intensive. Especially, for this domain the development of expert systems is consequently a promising endeavor (Richter, 1990; Pfeiffer, Siepmann & Teichmann, 1988 ).
Historical, Sociological and Cognitive Aspects (HISOCO-Analysis)
The following results show that a historical assessment of an application domain can reveal the traces of expertise that have been established and are more or less readily available in an area (compare to Gaines, 1989) . A related analysis of sociological factors determines where traces of expertise can be found, which traces are publicly available and which traces are treated confidentially for example within a company. Cognitive analyses of human expertise indicate how planning problems are solved in practice and which requirements must be met by the expert system and the elicitation methods in order to be cognitively adequate. Such a combined analysis of the historical, sociological and cognitive aspects of expertise in some application domain is termed HISOCO-Analysis (Fischer & Schmalhofer, 1990) .
Historically, mechanical engineering originated from craftsmanship. Over a time period of several centuries, craftsmanship (the competence of the community of craftsmen) developed into a differentiated set of specialized skills, which are now distributed among a number of different people with various educational backgrounds. In addition to the practical skills of manufacturing and efficiently preparing the manufacturing process (design of workpiece, workplanning etc), polytechnical research has provided a more general and theoretically oriented understanding. Today, practical skills as well as theoretical knowledge are two different types of expertise in mechanical engineering (Spur, 1979; Fandel, Dyckhoff & Reese, 1990) . The sociological analysis revealed the following aspects: Whereas the results of theoretical research are frequently published and therefore generally accessible, the more practical skills are often confidential although they may be individually communicated in apprenticeships (Brödner 1985; Spur, 1979) . Highly skilled practitioners, who earn a living with their practical skills, would create additional competition for themselves by widely distributing the specific tricks of their trade. Practical skills are therefore often idiosyncratic to a person or a company. Theoreticians, on the other hand, who are not directly interested in practicing engineering themselves, further their reputation when their results are published. Since theoretical results are published and discussed in a larger community, they are more explicitly presented, more generally accepted and in themselves more consistently denoted.
Cognitive analyses show that people form libraries of experiences from previously solved cases (de Groot, 1966; Shaw & Woodward, 1989; Schmalhofer & Wetter, 1988; Strube & Janetzko, 1990; Weber, 1988; Riesbeck & Schank, 1989) . A practitioner´s memory usually contains a large number of experiences which are hierarchically structured (Chase & Ericcson, 1982) . Therefore it comes to no surprise that adapting previous solutions to newly arising situations (modification planning) is a frequently used planning procedure in mechanical engineering (Thoben & Schmalhofer, 1990) .
As the HISOCO-Analysis has shown, the activities of practitioners and theoreticians yield different traces of expertise which can be utilized for knowledge acquisition:
1) Theoreticians are usually concerned with general rules. The general knowledge which renowned theoreticians accumulated in their research can be found in various text books. 2) The specific solutions which practitioners have found over a number of years are stored in the filing cabinets or databases of companies. Sometimes records of previously solved cases have also been published (e.g. Example for application, SPK-Feldmühle Werkzeuge, undated). 3) Through their possibly implicit expert memories, which they have acquired over a number of years (de Groot, 1966) , practitioners may possess an expert classification for the various types of workpieces. These expert memories may be tapped with appropriate knowledge elicitation techniques. Figure 2 shows an illustration of the three identified traces of expertise. These traces of expertise may partially complement one another. Consequently, a more complete and qualitatively better knowledge base may be constructed with an integrated knowledge acquisition method which combines different traces of expertise than with isolated knowledge acquisition procedures.
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Model of Expertise for Production Planning
The results of the cognitive analysis were also used to specify a high level model of expertise for the desired application, which is shown in Figure 3 . By building such a model on a cognitive foundation, a cognitively adequate expert system may be developed which will meet a higher acceptability in the professional community of the application domain (Schmalhofer, 1987) . In addition, a cognitively adequate model also facilitates the verification of knowledge in the elicitation phase: When the elicited knowledge is classified according to the way of thinking in the specific application domain, the expert can easily verify the acquired knowledge.
In an empirical investigation of the three diffreent types of production planning, namely replication planning, modification planning and planning from scratch (Thoben & Schmalhofer, 1990) , and a detailed think-aloud study of planning from scratch (Schmidt, Legleitner & Schmalhofer, 1990) , the expert´s problem solving behavior for finding a production plan was investigated in detail. The results showed that all production planning can be seen as modification planning, i.e. a more or less abstract skeletal plan (Friedland & Iwasaki, 1985; Chien, 1989 ) is retrieved and subsequently refined to a specific workplan. When the skeletal plan is quite general, skeletal plan refinement, which relies on generative planning processes, plays the major role. When the skeletal plan is so specific that it is very close to a detailed production plan, the memory retrieval accomplishes the planning goal (replication planning). Replication planning is thus a special case of modification planning, where a complete plan is already available. Between these two extremes the various forms of modification planning occur, where the planning effort is differently distributed between the retrieval of the skeletal plan and its refinement. In addition, the planning processes take into consideration the resources of the factory (e.g. availability of specific machines and tools) in which the workpiece is to be manufactured.
The abstract types of processing in the resulting model of expertise which are shown in Figure 3 can be described in the following way: The problem of production planning consists in finding an adequate production plan for a given workpiece which is to be manufactured in some given factory. In mechanical engineering the collections of the wortkpiece and factory data are usually termed workpiece model and factory model. From these concrete data an abstract feature description of the workpiece and an abstract context specification are obtained through the application of abstraction or classification rules. To these abstract workpiece and context descriptions a skeletal plan can be associated which may be seen as an abstraction of a concrete production plan (Bergmann, 1990 ). The skeletal plan is then refined with the help of the concrete workpiece and the factory data so that an executable production plan is obtained. Supposedly an expert´s memories include a hierarchy of workpiece classes. Results from cognition (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981; Egan & Schwartz, 1979; Glaser & Chi, 1988 , de Groot, 1966 Chase & Ericcson, 1982) provide substantial evidence that these classes have been formed according to skeletal production plans. In our knowledge acquisition method, the model of expertise of Figure 3 is used for immediately classifying each knowledge unit into the different categories provided by the model. A knowledge unit may for example consist of some elicited rule or schema, which is expressed in natural language. The categories of the model are determined through the different abstract types of processing (i.e. abstract, associate, refine) which occurr in the model of expertise. Because of the high complexity of the domain, a domain-specific decomposition of the task into a small number of canonical subtasks was furthermore introduced. Thereby the domain-specific knowledge can be adequately structured (Wachsmuth, 1987) . The cognitive analysis showed that production planning for rotational parts can be subdivided into the subtasks of 1) finding a chucking fixture, 2) determining the sequence of cuts, and 3) selecting appropriate cutting tools. Through this additional subdivision of each category of the model of expertise, one obtains knowledge classes with a reasonable number of knowledge units. These sizeable categories facilitate knowledge acquisition. This is particularly important when knowledge is to be elicited from several traces of expertise. The sizable categories furthermore provide a possibility for structured mapping (Bylander & Johnson, 1989) .
DESCRIPTION OF INTEGRATED KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
When new or additional information (or knowledge) is to be inserted to an already existing knowledge base or some model of expertise, the new information needs to be adjusted to the givens of the existing structure. This process may be generally called knowledge assimilation (Lefkowitz & Lesser, 1987) . On the other hand, when knowledge is independently acquired from different but equally respectable sources (e.g. different experts, different traces of expertise, etc.) or with different and equally profitable tools, knowledge may be integratively analyzed. Thereby, a single uniform knowledge base can be produced. Such a merging of knowledge may be termed integrated knowledge acquisition (Brazdil & Torgo; Morik, 1989) . Although aspects of knowledge assimilation are also relevant for this paper (e.g. in the insertion of the elicited knowledge into the model of expertise), its focus lies in the integration of knowledge from different sources.
General Problems
When several profitable traces of expertise have been identified, an integrated knowledge acquisition can accomplish an efficient utilization of the different traces and an early verification of the elicited knowledge. Usually, these traces will contain overlapping information. By itself none of the traces will provide all the relevant information. However, the combination of several traces together with the model of expertise may be sufficient. Firthermore, the information obtained from different sources may appear or actually be contradictory. Consequently, an integrated knowledge acquisition method must address the following problems:
1. Are there parts of an information source which can be described as redundant or contradictory with respect to other knowledge and how can such redundancies and contradictions be eliminated? 2. Which information is relevant for solving the target problems and which information is in addition needed for the combined information to be sufficient?
The general problem of integrated knowledge acquisition thus consists of finding a set of knowledge units which is sufficient for performing the target tasks. In addition, the set of units should not be arbitrarily redundant, i. e. it should satisfy some weak minimality requirements.
From a formal point of view, it is well understood that in general the specified problems are intractable if not undecidable. From a practical point of view, it is equally obvious that the specified problems must be treated in a sophisticated manner, so that at least humans can eliminate major contradictions and undesirable redundancies (with the assistance of computer tools).
Basic Principles
At first, the principles for assessing the relevance and sufficiency of knowledge will be introduced. Secondly, the principles for eliminating contractions and undesirable redundancies will be discussed. Consequently, it will be shown how the application of these principles yields an early knowledge verification.
Relevance and sufficiency assessment:
The relevance and the sufficiency of general knowledge units can be determined by having an expert explain prototypical target tasks (cases) with the general knowledge units. These units (e.g. general statements from a text or general experiences from human experts) are elicited, because of their great generality and high reliability. High quality task solutions are selected, so that the specific set of examples somehow forms a base for all the problems which the expert system is supposed to solve. Because the set of examples defines the particular area of competence of the expert system, these examples can be used as a guide for selecting those general knowledge units which constitute the relevant knowledge. By having the expert instantiate the general knowledge with respect to the specific cases and by performing constructive explanations, a bridge is built between the general knowledge units and the specific cases. Thereby a knowledge integration can be performed between a case base and a text, or a case base and general expert experiences. Relevance and sufficiency are consequently assessed with respect to the selected cases.
Elimination of redundancies and contradictions:
In order to eliminate major redundancies and overt contradictions the various knowledge units must be compared in a systematic way. The model of expertise together with the domain oriented decomposition into subtasks provides a useful categorization for the elicited knowledge units. By comparing the knowledge units of a category with all other knowledge units of the category the most critical redundancies and contradictions can be detected and eliminated.
Early knowledge verification:
Through the application of these principles an early knowledge verification is performed. With informally presented knowledge (e.g. natural language sentences and rules), which is often more comprehensible to a human expert (Schmidt & Wetter; relevance, sufficiency, redundancies and contradictions can be identified relatively soon. Formal considerations (i.e. completeness and consistency of knowledge base) are thereby already treated with informally denoted knowledge. Performing such formal considerations at an the informal level is termed early knowledge verification.
Acquisition Method
The proposed integrated knowledge acquisition method basically consists of four episodes, which can be flexibly interspersed. Whereas the first three episodes (1. explanation of solved cases, 2. comparison of similar or related knowledge units, 3. competence delineation) concern the elicitation and analysis of knowledge at an informal level, the forth episode is concerned with the formalization of that knowledge (4. formalization phase). The first three phases will be described in some detail while the formalization phase will be only outlined. An overview of the acquisition method is presented in Figure 4 .
Explanation Episode:
In this phase, information which is relatively general and supposedly relevant for the target tasks of the future knowledge based system is selected from one or several appropriate sources. Independent from this selection of general information, a set of prototypical previously solved cases is determined. Other than through the desired competence of the future expert system, the general information and the set of cases are selected independently from one another, so that the two information sources can confirm each other. This is of crucial importance for an early knowledge verification.
In the explanation episode, the major task for the domain expert consists in applying the selected general information to the previously solved cases by explaining these cases according to the structure of the model of expertise. When the model of expertise exceeds some degree of complexity, it is desirable (or inevitable) to decompose the explanation task into a number of explanation subtasks (Simon, 1981) . For each explanation subtask a different information source may be used and the combination of the different explanation subtasks should be overlapping. For instance, with the described model of expertise (see Figure 3 ) an expert´s general memories about the specific problem classes in the domain may be used for the subtask of defining abstraction rules by explaining the various problem classes (Bergmann & Schmalhofer; . Additionally, theoretical knowledge from text books may be mainly used for the subtasks of finding the associate and refine rules . Through the model-oriented explanation of each case, the completeness of the general information with respect to the specific case is established, and it is assimilated to the model of expertise. In order to further facilitate the examination of the sufficiency of the elicited knowledge and its assimilation to the model of expertise, each elicited knowledge unit is put into a specific form (e.g. an IF-THEN form may be used, when a formal rule base is to be established later on). Since the model of expertise has been constructed to be cognitively adequate, the human expert should feel comfortable in using this structure for generating explanations. After two or more cases have been explained, the knowledge units in the different categories of the model can be compared to one another. During this comparison, some knowledge units may be found to be redundant, others may be found to be generalizable, still others may require a differentiation. If a contradiction is found, one or several explanations may have to be revised. This may result in an elimination or adjustment of some knowledge units. The number of times a knowledge unit is used in different explanations can be determined. Each knowledge unit is stated as general as possible and as specific as necessary so that all cases can be explained.
Competence Delineation Episode:
In this episode the possible competence which is inherent in the already established (informal) knowledge base is to be delineated. In a most conservative assessment, it is noted that the acquired knowledge is sufficient for successfully solving those problems which were used for knowledge elicitation. In particular, if these solutions were removed from the knowledge base, the respective problems could still be solved by appropriately combining the stored knowledge units. One such combination is the explanation structure which the expert generated and which is stored as part of the informal knowledge base. The knowledge base can thus be used to solve problems by regenerating previous solutions (e.g. for replication planning).
The acquired knowledge may in addition be used to solve problems which at some level of generality are structurally identical to the prototypical problems used in the knowledge acquisition phase. This can be accomplished by following a stored explanation structure. Thereby the general knowledge units are appropriately instantiated with respect to the actual problem, which may be more or less similar to the previously considered prototypical cases. The knowledge base can thus also be used to solve problems by adapting previous solutions (e. g. for modification planning). By decomposing the expert´s explanation structures into meaningful segments, solution methods for various subtasks may be identified. By combining solution methods from the different previously treated problems, solutions to structurally new problems may be created (e.g. for novel planning tasks). The largest possible area of competence which is based on the acquired knowledge may be delineated by applying the knowledge units in the most general way and by combining the knowledge units in all possible ways. For obvious reasons, for the largest possible area of competence only a rough and pragmatically oriented assessment may be even attempted.
The described competence delineation allows to determine whether iterations of the previously performed knowledge acquisition episodes should be performed or whether the knowledge base already satisfies the customer´s requirements (i.e. the requirements of the intended user of the expert system).
Formalization Episode:
In the formalization episode, each knowledge unit is translated into its respective formal representation and stored in the formal knowledge base. Thereafter the previously informal explanations are formally examined by traversing the stored explanation structures, this time however with the formalized knowledge units. For those explanation structures, which can be successfully traversed, the early knowledge verification is formally verified. Unsuccessful traversals indicate a bug in the execution of the knowledge acquisition, e. g. insufficiencies in the informal knowledge base, errors in the translation from the informal to the formal knowledge units, etc.
Case-Oriented Knowledge Elicitation with COKAM and CECoS
For an integrated knowledge acquisition, knowledge elicitation tools or procedures (Jacobson & Freiling, 1989) are required which select the relevant information from the various traces of expertise. COKAM and CECoS are such knowledge elicitation tools or procedures, each performing a joint elicitation from two traces of expertise. COKAM performs a knowledge acquisition from texts, which is enriched by utilizing records of solved cases. With CECoS previously recorded problem solutions are combined with an expert´s high level understanding of the global structure of a task domain. Both procedures can be applied to perform the explanation episode of the integrated knowledge acquisition. Basically each procedure consists of two phases, a selection and an application phase. In the selection phase, it is first determined which sample of a trace of expertise is to be elicited before the respective elicitation is conducted. In the application phase an explanation task is to be performed which jointly utilizes both traces of expertise. The application phase yields the informal knowledge. Figure 4 indicates the role of COKAM and CECoS within the proposed integrated knowledge acquisition framework. A brief characterization of COKAM and CECoS will be presented next. COKAM: In the selection phase of COKAM an expert selects texts and text segments which in his or her opinion contain relevant information for performing the target tasks of the future expert system. Independent of the expert´s selection of text, the knowledge engineer selects previously solved cases from a filing cabinet or a data base. In the application phase the expert explains each case with the help of the selected text segments and his common sense knowledge. The common sense knowledge is thereby used to fill the information gaps in the collection of text segments. In a previous application, COKAM was used to elicit knowledge without a model of expertise . However, the integrated knowledge acquisition method requires that the elicited knowledge is categorized according to the model of expertise. This is accomplished with the extended version COKAM + .
CECoS: In the second step of the selection phase, CECoS performs a hierarchical classification of problem classes by eliciting global judgements from human experts. For example, after a complete paired comparison of the cases has been performed by the expert, a hierarchical order of problem classes may be obtained by a hierarchical cluster analysis. In the application phase, the expert has to generate appropriate feature descriptions for each class, so that he can explain the various class memberships of the cases and the different class subsumptions. When CECoS is applied together with COKAM, the same cases should be used.
FIRST RESULTS OF A PILOT APPLICATION
Naturally, knowledge acquisition in a complex real world domain is more demanding and more time consuming than in a limited test domains such as the blocks world. Nevertheless, it is important to assess the usefulness of the developed method relatively soon. Therefore, a pilot application was performed, so that some critical aspects of the proposed knowledge acquisition method could be evaluated. In particular, it was investigated how willingly experts would relate general statements of expertise (text, memories) to specific cases by generating explanations. Secondly, it was determined, whether the sufficiency and relevance of the elicited knowledge could be judged by early knowledge verification. In addition, it was tested whether appropriate explanation structures could be elicited with COKAM and CECoS and whether the identified knowledge units could be assimilated to the model of expertise. The two knowledge elicitation procedures COKAM and CECoS are currently being implemented. Preliminary implementations and paper and pencil surrogates were used to perform the pilot application. For these tests, five work pieces with their corresponding workplans were selected from a catalogue (see Figure 1) . The technical drawings of the selected shafts served as a graphical representation of the respective product models. A graphical representation was also used for the workplans which showed the workpiece overlaid with the mold, the used chucking fixture and the sequence of cuts.
COKAM
Since the task of explaining the whole workplan is rather complex, the pilot application of COKAM was limited to the elicitation of the knowledge which is relevant for the selection of a chucking tool. The text which was used as one trace of expertise described the different chucking tools which are available and the criteria for the selection of an appropriate chucking tool. The expert had no problems identifying text segments which he considered to contain relevant knowledge units. The identified text segments were decontextualized, i.e. references to previous text were resolved so that independent knowledge units were obtained for the informal knowledge base (anaphora resolution). The following items are examples of such knowledge units 2 :
1. For long workpieces two chucking fixations are necessary. 2. When an axial chucking is used for long workpieces, the workpiece may buckle. 3.1.1. Explanation of solved cases: In COKAM, the expert was to explain a particular case by using the identified knowledge units as far as possible. It was found that the knowledge units from the text were not sufficient to explain the solutions of the particular cases, e.g. why lathe center chucking was used for the manufacturing of a specific axle shaft. A complete explanation could be obtained, however, by the addition of some common sense knowledge units such as:
Center holes are possible, when smooth vertical planes on the two ends of the workpiece
are not required. These units of common sense knowledge were also added to the informal knowledge base. It was found that for subsequent cases less and less common sense knowledge units had to be added. A limited number of knowledge units thus appears to be sufficient for the explanation of a large number of cases. Some of the knowledge units which were extracted from the text were not used in any of the five explanations. The expert deliberated that these units were subsumed by others or were of no use for the specific type of problem, i.e. selection of chucking tools. Using knowledge units from a text in order to explain individual cases apparently constitutes a good means for testing the relevance and sufficiency at an informal level.
Assimilation of the knowledge units into the model of expertise:
The elements of the informal knowledge base were then assigned to the categories in the model of expertise. The knowledge unit 1. is a typical association rule, since it relates a feature of the workpiece (long) to a feature of the workplan (two chucking fixations). The knowledge unit 3. constitutes a common sense explanation given by the expert. Since it relates one feature of the workpiece (smooth vertical planes on the two ends of the workpiece are not required) to another one (center holes are possible) from which consequences for the workplan can be derived more easily, it can be classified as an abstraction rule.
A categorization of the remaining knowledge unit is not so obvious. For the knowledge unit 2. problems arise, since it contains two premises one of which refers to a feature of the workpiece whereas the other refers to a feature of the workplan. Furthermore, the conclusion (the workpiece may buckle) is only a warning which must be taken into account in the planning process. Further analysis revealed that this knowledge unit constitutes a refinement rule. It can be reformulated as:
2a. If an axial chucking is suggested by the skeletal plan and the workpiece is long, then the
other parameters of the workplan (e.g. chucking power) must be determined in such a way that the workpiece does not buckle. This reformulation makes obvious, how unit 2. is understood by the expert. Statement 2a. makes explicit some of the knowledge which had been compiled out in statement 2. (Anderson, 1983) . In other words, the knowledge of statement 2a is implicitly contained in statement 2. In order to avoid such problems with the categorization of the knowledge units, the knowledge elicitation procedure COKAM was modified. The modified version COKAM + differs from the original version in that the expert is told to use the model of expertise as a guideline when generating explanations for the individual cases.
CECoS
For a first test, the same five cases were used as in the pilot application of COKAM. All possible pairs were randomly presented on the screen. For eachj pair the mechanical engineer (expert) had to assess the similarity of the respective production plans. The similarity was indicated on a seven point rating scale. With the n*(n-1)/2 = 10 collected similarity ratings a hierarchical cluster analysis was performed. The resulting tree is shown in Figure 5 . Through this tree an initial hierarchy of production classes for product models is established, where each nonterminal node indicates a class. The terminal nodes stand for the prototypical members of the class. Figure 5 : Hierarchy of production classes 3.2.1. Explanation of production class hierarchy: The generated class hierarchy was explained in the application phase of CECoS. For each class of the hierarchy the expert was to name characteristic features which all workpieces in the respective class have in common. The named features should then be defined in terms of the data given in the workpiece (or factory ) model. For example, the following features were generated by the expert: 1. workpiece of medium size 2. monotonic contour of workpiece 3. workpiece behaves stable during production 4. two chucking fixations necessary 5. can be manufactured with low cutting speed only Some features like 1. and 2. were defined rather readily, because they can be easily related to geometry or technology primitives of the workpiece model. A workpiece of medium size, for example, was defined as a workpiece with a length of 70 to 800 millimeters and a maximal diameter of 10 to 300 millimeters. Features which referred to the mechanical properties of the workpiece during the production process were more difficult to define. For example, the feature 3. had to be defined by a relatively complicated combination of terms such as length of workpiece, minimal diameter of workpiece and material of workpiece. Features 4. and 5. directly refer to a possible manufacturing plan of the workpiece. The expert had some difficulties defining them in terms of the workpiece model.
Assimilation of the defined features into the model of expertise:
The definitions for the features 1. to 3. are typical abstraction rules which relate workpiece data to more abstract workpiece features. Knowledge of this category is typically obtained by applying CECoS. According to the model of expertise, the features 4. and 5., which are workplan features, should not be directly related to workpiece data. Instead they should be associated with workpiece features which are abstracted from workpiece data. This assumption fits well to the observation that the expert could only define these features in terms of the workpiece model after performing COKAM. For example, the feature 4. is associated with a workpiece feature by knowledge unit 1. elicited by COKAM:
For long workpieces two chucking fixations are necessary. This workpiece feature (long) must be defined in terms of the workpiece model. Such a definition could be obtained through CECoS by having the expert assign this feature to the most general production class in the hierarchy. It is therefore suggested to apply COKAM before CECoS. Thereby the relevant features can be identified by COKAM and later defined through CECoS. CECoS is particularly suited for eliciting these abstraction rules (Egan & Schwartz, 1979) .
The pilot applications of the knowledge acquisition method also showed that COKAM reminds the expert of the relevant terms: when CECoS was performed after COKAM, the expert was more productive in generating good feature descriptions in CECoS.
DISCUSSION
When inference engines were extracted from the first successful expert systems (e.g. MYCIN) and applied in other domains, knowledge editing and knowledge elicitation tools proved to be useful. Knowledge acquisition was then tied to the structure of the inference engine, whereas the cognitive structures of human problem solving in the particular domain were ignored. It was then believed that the knowledge acquisition problem would consist in uncovering unwieldy knowledge (e.g. implicit or compiled knowledge) which requires sophisticated elicitation and analysis methods (repertory grids, think aloud methods, interviewing techniques together with scaling techniques, protocol analysis, hierarchical cluster analysis). Different types of such elicitation and data analysis procedures were consequently combined to knowledge elicitation workbenches (e.g. Diederich, Linster & Ruhmann & Uthmann., 1987) so that a more complete knowledge collection would be established. The success of these elicitation procedures has mainly been restricted to relatively small tasks where an expert system can be developed within a few hours (Boose, Bradshaw & Kitto, 1989) . Without a sophisticated model of expertise, however, such elicitation techniques can hardly be successfully applied to a complex task domain, such as production planning in mechanical engineering. The limitations of bottom-up elicitation procedures can be overcome with the help of sophisticated models of expertise. The assumption that the knowledge acquisition problem consists in finding an appropriate model was very fruitful. Through an epistemological analysis of existing expert systems Clancey (1985) identified heuristic classification as the prevalent problem solving method in successful expert systems. Chrandrasekaran (1986) defined various generic tasks. In the KADS projects (Breuker & Wielinga, 1989 ) a library of interpretation models is being developed (Breuker, Wielinga, van Someren, de Hoog, Schreiber, de Greef, Bredeweg, Wielemaker, Billaut, Davoodi, & Hayward, 1987) . Through such models, expert systems can be specified at the knowledge level (Newell, 1982; Clancey, 1989) . Such knowledge level descriptions of expert systems can be used to elicit exactly that knowledge which can be assimilated to the model so that the model together with the assimilated knowledge are sufficient for performing the target task. In order to develop a successful expert system, it must furthermore be warranted that appropriate traces of expertise and corresponding elicitation tools are available and accessible to the knowledge engineer. Frequently, alternative models (e.g. opportunistic planning, case-based planning, skeletal plan refinement, etc.) are available for the same task. In these situations, that model may be selected which is cognitively most appropriate and for which supplementary traces of expertise are readily available. Knowledge elicitation and model building can thus be coordinated. This is accomplished by the HISOCO analysis: the cognitive analysis assists in specifying the best model of expertise and the sociological analysis reveals the most appropriate traces of expertise in the domain. In the reported research, we have analyzed the complex task of production planning and established a knowledge level description for that task. The knowledge level description was obtained within the KADS framework. In KADS terminology, a task structure and an inference structure were established for production planning (Kühn, Schmalhofer & Schmidt, 1990) . The task structure states that each workpiece is first classified into some category that is associated with a skeletal plan. Supposedly the skeletal plan is appropriate for building a complete plan through refinement operations. In case of an inappropriate selection of a skeletal plan these procedures can be iterated. This task structure lead to the specification of the inference structure which was used as the model of expertise (see Figure  3) . Because the inference structure provides the most detailed categorization of the domain knowledge, it was used for the knowledge acquisition rather than a complete interpretation model. Since production planning is a very complex process, three additional domain categories (chucking, sequence of cutting operations and tool selection) were used in addition to the inference structure as orthogonal subdivisions to further modularize the knowledge elicitation. After an analysis of the available traces of expertise had been performed, two appropriate knowledge elicitation procedures were defined. Through a coordinated knowledge elicitation from texts, previously solved cases, and expert memories, an early knowledge verification was accomplished by having the expert cognitively walk through the solved cases (Lewis, Polson, Wharton & Rieman, 1990 ) by explaining them with the general information elicited from the other traces of expertise. This procedure should assist in developing knowledge bases for second generation experts systems which can explain their solutions (Swartout, 1983) . 4.1. COKAM and its Relation to Language Understanding COKAM requires the human user to perform a number of operations in a particular sequence. The operations and their sequence are similar to the cognitive processes which a human performs when he studies a text in order to extract specific task knowledge. In particular those text segments which appear to be relevant, are selected for further processing. After appropriate anaphora resolutions have been performed, the selected knowledge units can be assimilated to some prior knowledge structure until all slots of the knowledge structure are filled from the text, from hypotheses or through common sense. Text segments which fit into the prior knowledge structure are thus represented at an additional level (Schmalhofer & Glavanov, 1986) and encounter a lot of processing while other text segments are relatively fast forgotten (Kintsch, Welsch, Schmalhofer & Zimny, 1990) . COKAM thus utilizes results from research on human text comprehension (Kintsch, in press) . A successful assimilation of natural language text into a knowledge structure may require many attempts which may produce several versions of the same text segment. Such processing can be performed with a previously developed tool. (Schmidt & Wetter, 1989) .
COKAM also shows a number of similarities to other knowledge acquisition methods from text (Anjewierden, Wiedemaker & Toussaint, 1990 , Möller, 1988 Szpakowicz, 1988; Jansen-Winkeln, 1988) . The system of Szpakowicz for example supports semi-automated acquisition of structures from technical texts. It presumes an initial general model according to the KADS-method and then acquires conceptual structures from texts. The SHELLEY system of Anjewierden provides a hypertext-based protocol and concept editor, where the words of the stored text are mouse-sensitive, so that the definitions of the words can be inspected. Also, annotations are stored so that remarks from different people can be read on demand.
CECoS for Retrieving Expert Memories
Not every detail of a previously solved case is stored in human memory. Instead the human memory forgets the details and remembers the essential characteristics of a case. Contrary to human novices, who judge the similarity of two or more cases according to superficial features of the case, experts judge the similarity by the solution method which is applicable to the case (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981) . CECoS uses this fact to at first obtain an extensional definition of the various production classes for the particular cases used. Thereafter an intensional class definition is obtained by having the expert generate appropriate feature descriptions for each class. Since an intensional description can be applied for any case, it determines the class membership for any case. The knowledge elicitation of CECoS is thus also adjusted to the properties of human memory.
Joint Application of both tools and integration aspects
The joint application of COKAM and CECoS allows the integration of two traces of expertise which contain general information with a collection of specific cases (Rissland & Skalak, 1989) . Similar to humans who can learn from general statements and from specific examples by relating the general information to the specifics of the examples, both traces of expertise are used for the purpose of knowledge acquisition. This is accomplished by having the human expert explain the specific examples with the general information. This procedure has been shown to be quite useful for knowledge acquisition (Martin & Redmond, 1989) . The knowledge integration is thus similar to human knowledge integration, where the integration is performed through an assimilation to some preexisting model.
The elicitation of knowledge from multiple traces of expertise is also similar to KRITON (Linster, 1988) which consists of three tools, one used for protocol analysis, one used for interview analysis and a tool for text analysis. However there are also important differences: Whereas COKAM and CECoS provide a clearly defined procedure for combining the different knowledge sources, KRITON is open to all possible combinations. On the other hand, COKAM and CECoS are specifically tailored to a domain, where well thought through cases with their solutions as well as theoretical texts which relate to the cases are available. Contrary to knowledge engineering workbenches, which provide the knowledge engineer with tools but little guidance in how to use these tools, the proposed method supplies some machinery which guides the knowledge engineer and the expert to the desired expert system, while still providing him with enough freedom on which knowledge acquisition episode to perform next. Similar to the ontological analysis (Alexander, Freiling, Shulman, Rehfuss & Messick, 1987 ) the proposed procedure thus provides a useful guideline to the knowledge engineer how to start the knowledge acquisition. This guideline has been particularly tailored to complex real world domains. Eggen Lundteigen & Mehus, (1990) have recently proposed a computational model for integration, where checking for completeness, correctness and consistency where described as the main objectives of the knowledge integration process. In the current method, these objectives are accomplished in two subsequent phases. In the explanation episode the relevance and completeness of the elicited knowledge are establish by having the expert give sufficient explanations for the various previously solved cases. A consistency and redundancy assessment is supported, by having the expert compare all knowledge units of the various categories. This is made feasible through a division of the set of knowledge units into sizeable categories.
Case-Based Planning versus Skeletal Plan Refinement
Since our model of expertise is skeletal plan refinement and not case-based planning, cases are only used as a vehicle in knowledge acquisition and are not themselves stored in the knowledge base. The proposed knowledge acquisition method may therefore be described as case-oriented: it uses cases to elicit knowledge from the expert memories and for testing the sufficiency of the general knowledge obtained from the text and the common sense rules expressed by the expert. This corresponds to the way in which experts often explain their knowledge. Contrary to case-based planning (Riesbeck & Schank, 1989) , where individual cases are appropriately indexed and then stored in a case-base, the knowledge base of the intended system would not contain any cases. Instead, the cases are only used during knowledge acquisition (Fox, J., Mypers, C. Greaves & Pegram, 1985; Kidd, 1985) in order to find the relevant general knowledge units, which are sufficient to solve the target problems
Early Verification versus Early Formalization
The current research can be seen as an attempt to apply the KADS methodology to a highly complex application domain. Within this framework, we were successful in specifying an interpretation model, by adjusting the skeletal plan refinement model to the requirements of mechanical engineering. In particular the different available machining centers had to be taken into consideration. Recent research within the KADS-community is developing formal foundations and logical specifications for describing the conceptual model (Wetter, 1990) . The approach of KADS II and related work, thus proposes to formalize models relatively soon, while the verification of the acquired knowledge is of less concern. In the current research, on the other hand, a formalization is proposed only after a verification and documentation of the acquired knowledge has been performed. Through early knowledge verification, relevance, sufficiency, redundancy and consistency may already be assessed with informally represented but model-centered knowledge.
In a complex domain, eliciting the relevant knowledge turns out to be a problem, even when a good model of expertise is found. With the described HISOCO analysis and the modelcentered knowledge acquisition method, we hope to master these challenges and to develop and easy to maintain knowledge-based system with good explanation capabilities in a real world domain. Similar to OPAL (Musen, Fagan, Combs, Shortliffe, 1987) the proposed method also is domain specific and uses skeletal plan refinement. It is different from OPAL in that it does not use as specific a domain model. Although the integrated knowledge acquisition method was developed for the domain of mechanical engineering, one may therefore expect that it could also be successfully applied in other domains.
